Transnational Regions
Behind our backs the EU has divided up Britain into 5 regions that overlay the 12 already established. They are called Transnational regions, often referred to as cross-border. The plan is to unite us with areas on the Continent, ignoring the seas in between, and to render each side identical to eliminate all feelings of national loyalties. During Germany’s EU Presidency, starting in January 07, cartographers will begin to “harmonise” all “spatial data” such as place names of areas, regions, localities, cities, suburbs, towns or settlements etc. A current EU directive proposes a database for an EU wide property tax via the Valuation Office Agency, to levy Council and Inheritance Taxes.

ArcManche -First to be established in the South East
Prominent is the South East that has an Arc Manche Region which sprawls across west Belgium, Northern France, Nantes, etc. linking Plymouth, Bristol, London and Dover. All within that area now live in the Arc Manche Region of Europe. Paris is its Capital; it has a Regional Assembly a Secretariat, a French President M. Alain le Vern (elected on the 17th Oct 06) and an English Vice Chairman Brad Watson OBE.